Session 1:

- **Presenter Change:** Clive White being replaced by Tom Jones, Amec Foster Wheeler

Session 4:

- **Presenter Change:** David Nickless will be replaced by Douglas Hintze, US DOE EM-LA

Session 11:

- **Presenter Change:** #16606 Presenter Nelson Walter will be replaced by Heath Downey, Amec Foster Wheeler

Session 18:

- **Presenter Change:** #16361 Brian Young is being replaced by Amol Patil, Canberra Industries Inc.

Session 28:

- **Paper Transfer:** #16196 has been transferred to Session 72.

Session 30A:

- **Co-Chair Change:** Paul Bredt is being replaced by Harold Adkins, PNNL

Session 30C:

- **Co-Chair Change:** Elizabeth Hoffman will be replaced by Bill Wilmarth, Savannah River National Laboratory
- **Poster Cancelled:** #16481 “Noxious Vapor Incidents in Hanford Tank Farms”

Session 30G:

- **Presenter Change:** #16135 Presenter Courtney Herrick will be replaced by Dwayne Kicker, Stoller Newport News Nuclear
- **Poster Withdrawn** #16136 “Influence of Closure Welding on the Reliability of Geological Disposal Canisters for Spent Nuclear Fuel and High Level Waste”
Session 31:

- **Abstract Added**: #16697 “Carbon Footprinting of Low Lever Waste Management Options in the UK” presented by Holly Frittes, NuclearGraduates
- **Abstract Added**: #16698 “Bismuth-Titanate Starch Ultrasonic Transducers” presented by Leland Tien
- **Presenter Change**: #16323 Presenter Jose Marcial will be replaced by Dr. John McCloy, WSU
- **Withdrawn Poster**: #16696 Electron Beam Processing of Flue Gases
- **Abstract Added**: #16700 “Cooperative Robotic Scheduling Path Planning for D&D Applications” presented by Sebastian Zanlongo
- **Abstract Title Change**: #16593 “Radioisotopic Technique to treat Sludge/Waste using SHRI”

**Tuesday, March 8, 2016**

Session 33:

- **Presenter Change**: Fred Heacker is being replaced by Charlie Anderson, Wastren Advantage, Inc.

Session 35:

- **Presenter Removed**: Briant Charboneau is no longer presenting

Session 36:

- **Presenter Change**: #16579 Presenter William Condon is being replaced by Briant Charboneau, DOE

Session 40:

- **Paper Withdrawn**: #16622 “Feasibility Study: Standardized Transportation, Aging and Disposal (STAD) Canister Testing in CPP-603”

Session 43:

- **Attendance Cancelled**: Duriem Calderin, Bechtel

Session 44:

- **Paper Transferred**: #16691 will present in Session 8
- **Cancelled**: #16287, Kjell Andersson

Session 45:

- **Presenter Change**: #16634 Tim Milner is being replaced by Edwina Winter, EnergySolutions

Session 46:

- **Presenter Change**: #16512 Presenter Paul Lomas will be replaced by Kevin Askew, Westinghouse Electric Company
Session 50A:
- **Poster Withdraw**: #16316 “Use of iPIX, a New Gamma Camera, with Quantitative Gamma Spectroscopy and Dose Rate Modelling”

Session 54:
- **Panelist Cancelled**: Rosa Elmetti, DOE-EM

Session 57:
- **Presenter Change**: #16391 Presenter Bill Miller will be replaced by Alice Dima, ANDR

Session 62:
- **Panelist Change**: Dave Squires will be replaced by Dan Shrum, Energy Solutions

Session 63:
- **Presenter Change**: Tammy Monday is being replaced by Josh Norman, Perma-Fix Environmental Services

Session 66:
- **Presenter Change**: #16064 Presenter James Joyce will be replaced by Ben Roberts, DOE

Session 67:
- **Paper Withdrawn**: #16298 “Nuclear Safety at Post Shutdown Gaseous Diffusion Plants”

Session 72:
- **Presenter Added**: #16196 Presenter is now Betsy Child, Restoration Services, Inc.

**Wednesday, March 9, 2016**

Session 73:
- **Presenter Change**: John Raymont will be replaced by Matt McCormick, Kurion
- **Presenter Change**: Colin Austin will be replaced by Tim Milner, Energy Solutions
- **Co-Chair Added**: Drew Fellinger, Savannah River National Laboratory

Session 75:
- **Session Co-Chair Change**: James Joyce will be replaced by Theresa Kliczewski, DOE-EM

Session 77:
- **Session Co-Chair Change**: Christine Langton will be replaced by Kapila Fernando, ANSTO
Session 81:

- Presenter order change: Hope Lee to Present first then Eric Moser

Session 84:

- Presenter Change: #16371 Howard Stevens will be replaced by Jens Eriksson, Studsvik Nuclear AB
- Paper Withdrawn: #16126 Dismantling of the Last Vessel in the Process Building

Session 86:

- Presenter Change: #16461 Presenter Ryan Covert will be replaced by Jeff Markillie, URS
- Presenter Change: #16569 Presenter Kalli Shupe will be replaced by Connie Simiele, CHaM Hill PRC

Session 87E:

- Presenter Change: #16166 Presenter Jiri Suran will be replaced by Milan Tous, UJV Rez, a.s.

Session 88A:

- Poster Withdrawn: #16654 “Realization of a High Efficiency Container for Disposal of Type a Fissile Waste for the US Government”

Session 88B:

- Presenter Change: Bill Boggia is being replaced by Paul Jones, Ameriphysics

Session 89A:

- Presenter Change: #16306 Presenter Allaa Mageid will be replaced by Stuart Walker, USEPA

Session 89B:

- Co-Chair Change: Leif Eriksson will be replaced by Tim Gunter, Nuclear Energy
- Co-Chair Cancellation: Stefan Mayer, International Atomic Energy Agency

Session 90:

- Panelist Removed: Paul Shoemaker will be removed from the panel; he will remain as co-chair
- Presenter Addition: Presenter Ken B. Sorenson, Sandia, will be added

Session 90B:

Session 92:
- **Presenter Change:** #16474 Presenter Rama Chinnam will be replaced by Dimitri Plester, Imperial College London

Session 93:
- **Presenter Addition:** “RER9122 Supporting Safe Management of Uranium Production Legacy Sites” - Presenter Marcelle Phaneuf

Session 94:
- **Presenter Change:** Stuart MacVean will be replaced by Mark Schmitz, Savannah River Remediation
- **Co-Chair Change:** Jim Folk will be replaced by Jean Ridley, Savannah River Site
- **Panelist Change:** Frederic Bailly, will be replaced by Didier Equilbec, AREVA

Session 95:
- **Co-Chair Change:** Crystal Girardot will be replaced by Dennis Washenfelder, Washington River Protection Solutions LLC

Session 96:
- **Presenter Change:** #16535 Presenter Casey Gadbury will be replaced by Frank Hansen, Sandia National Laboratories
- **Co-Chair added:** Les Jardine, L.J. Jardine Services

Session 99:
- **Presenter Change:** #16315 Presenter Maurice Heath will be replaced by John Cochran, Sandia National Laboratories

Session 101:
- **Presenter Change:** #16544 Presenter Amanda Moore will be replaced by Joe Heckman, Energy Solutions

Session 102:
- **Presenter Change:** #16044 Presenter Shannon Eaker is being replaced by Brian Quinley, BES Technologies LLC
- **Presenter Change:** #16123 Presenter Jan Phillip Dabruck will be replaced by Frank Charlier, RWTH Aachen University, NET

Session 104:
- **Panel Cancelled**

Session 104B:
- **Panel Cancellation:** “Approaches to Risk-Informed Regulations for Radwaste Management: A Global Perspective” has been cancelled.
- **Session #/Panel Date Change:** 112 - “The Richmond Operations Office Cleanup Mission at Hanford – Beyond the 2015 Vision” will be presented this afternoon in 104B.
Session 105:

- **Poster Added**: #16701 “A practical and Effective Method for Demonstrating Compliance with WIPP-WAC Requirements” David M. French, LANL-Repository Science and Operations, Difficult Waste Team

- **Poster Reinstated**: #16601 “Decommissioning of Obsolete Nuclear Facilities in The Company UJV Rez, a. s., Czech Republic

**Thursday, March 10, 2016**

Session 106:

- **Co-Chair added**: Craig Heber, Canadian Nuclear Laboratories

Session 109:

- **Co-Chair Change**: William Murphie will be replaced by Robert Edwards, US DOE

Session 118:

- **Author Change**: #16599 – John Sauger removed as co-author
- **Presenter Change**: #16073 – Andreas Loeb will be replaced by Dirk Bender, Siempelkamp

Session 119:

- **Revised Presentation Order**:
  08:35 - Presenter Joel Bradburne, US DOE
  09:00 - Presenter Betsy Child, Restoration Services
  09:25 - Presenter Amanda McNally, AECOM
  09:50 - Presenter Mildred Jackson, Savannah River Remediation
  10:20 - Presenter Miles Denham, Savannah River National Laboratory
  10:45 - Presenter Donald Metzler, US DOE
  11:10 - Presenter Lesley Cusick, Restoration Services
  11:35 - Presenter Robert Holmes, RGGH Consulting LLC

Session 121:

- **Paper Title/Presentation Time Change**: #16507 – “Spent Nuclear Fuel Management and Disposal in Finland – Status and Lesions Learned at the End of 2015” – presentation time: 1150
- **Session Cancelled**: #16268 – Presenter Kjell Andersson

Session 122:

- **Session Co-Chairs Added**: Heinz Kroeger and Gabriele Bandt, TÜV NORD EnSys Hannover

Session 124:

- **Session Title Change**: A Paradigm Shift continued: An Application of Structured Decision Making for Sustainable Waste Management
Session 126:

- **Co-Chair Change**: Sharon Marra will be replaced by Connie Herman, SRNL

Session 131:

- **Presentation Time Change**: #16195 “Evaluating Contaminant Transport in the Vadose Zone to Support Remedy Decisions at Aqueous-Waste Disposal Sites” will be moved to 15:45
- **Presentation Time Change**: #16596 “Joint Regulatory Expectations for Land Quality Management at UK Nuclear Sites” will be moved to 14:50

Session 132:

- **Co-Chair Change**: Alexander Brandl is being replaced by Hans-Juergen Steinmetz, Forschungszentrum Juelich GmbH

Session 133:

- **Withdrawn Paper**: #16455 “Knowledge on Nuclear Waste Repository in the Swedish Parliament”